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THOUGHT FOR THE
MONTH
It is only through labour and
painful effort, by grim energy
and resolute courage that we
move on to better things.
(That’s how CUDRRS does it)

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
NEXT MONTHLY MEETING
TUESDAY, 3rd FEBRUARY 2015
at SHELFORD RUFC at 7.30 pm
Topic: Louis Biggs exposed.
Video evidence of decisions he
made and debate about other
CUDRRS referees’ decisions
and problems. It’s own up time.

Will the 2015 Rugby World Cup reverse the trend of declining numbers of adults
participating at the grassroots level of the game? If you are a member of the
Beccles Rugby Club you are hopeful that it will and planning to achieve it.
A recent edition of the Look East news programme featured the club’s plans for
staging events in the build up to, during and post tournament.
Sixty five players turned up for a filming session under floodlights. They ranged
from junior to senior sections including the ladies. Look East was considering the
effect the RWC might have on grassroots rugby. Interviews were conducted with
various club members whilst training was going on in the background.
The female players interviewed by James Burridge were particularly enthused as
the numbers attending training sessions had dramatically increased. Undoubtedly, the success of the England Women’s team, now world champions, was a
major factor in this as well as the men’s Rugby World Cup due in nine months.
In line with RFU policy, Beccles RUFC have a legacy plan. The game's governing
body has openly admitted it could have been better prepared for the hype and
interest in the sport after England were crowned world champions in 2003.
Rugby clubs up and down the country were inundated with children, parents and
new players. England’s success changed the game. It went from being quite a
specialist, local sport to being something that just captured the nation's imagination. After 2003, the 7-13 age group participation increased greatly but, sadly, as
players became older, many left the sport. As we well know in this area, there
was a corresponding reduction in the number of teams each club fielded.
Beccles plan to make their rugby club the local focus of RWC interest during the
tournament by filming matches and attracting people to enjoy the social side of
Rugby. They hope this will increase club membership. It has already increased
its youth contingent by working in association with schools in its catchment area.
The RFU will add new investment of over £1m to deliver more than 6,500 newly
qualified referees and coaches. It will stage master classes for over 5,000 existing
coaches and referees along with a focus on young people bringing in 5,000 additional club volunteers.
As part of the campaign it will financially support the ELRA - Level 2 Referee
Award courses. The cost of places on these courses has been reduced to £40.
The cost of the Continuous Personal Development is now £10.
What does this mean for CUDRRS? What should we be doing?

FRIDAY, APRIL 17th 2015
Annual Ladies Night and Dinner
at Christ’s College
See Page 8 for more details

Visit
CUDRRS website
www.cambsref.co.uk

We should at least be aware of what plans our affiliated clubs and schools have .
We should ask to participate in club events and offer a refereeing input to raise
the level of knowledge about the laws of the game and promote membership of
our society. We could tour the clubs with a quiz show offering prizes. The RWC
is a recruitment opportunity that clubs will take and we should too.
Training course dates could be provisionally arranged at centres around the
County as part of our legacy planning. How’s about a poster campaign?
Whatever transpires after the tournament, CUDRRS will face the challenge of
being able to provide as good a service as it does now. Greater or lesser demand, we do not know yet. We should prepare for any eventuality with purpose
as well as hope.
Three grand essentials to happiness in this life are something to do, something to
love and something to hope for. Refereeing, Rugby and Recruits are our essentials. Opportunity knocks.
Editor
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OF COARSE IT’S RUGBY
Back in 1960, Michael Green wrote his book, The Art of Coarse Rugby. It has run to 23 reprints since then and
“remains the template, Bible and excuse for 90 per cent of the rugby playing world”. If you want to witness
“hopeless but spirited ineptitude glorified, prodigious drinking feats justified and gross unfitness excused” then as a
referee you will find all three amongst the grassroots of Rugby.
We’ve all been there. You turn up diligently an hour before the kick off to find empty changing rooms and pitches
not marked out. Eventually the teams turn up to report they are short of numbers and only have similar coloured
strips. Coincidentally, they match yours. “Do you have a pump Sir? Our ball is flat. Can we put the kick off back
half an hour as our skipper’s gone off to the shop to get oranges for half time?” Prematch briefing? Forget it.
“Oh, Skipper, don't forget the flags”. Does this sound familiar?
In an interview published last December in The Rugby Paper, Michael Green said “I trust ‘coarse rugby’ is still
alive and kicking – very badly no doubt – on various muddy wastes around the country. Hopefully, there are some
sides where having 15 players is still considered something of a luxury”.
I can report that something akin to coarse rugby took place recently in Cambridge University Colleges Rugby but
not on a muddy waste. Colleges Rugby is currently going through a bad patch. Matches continue to be postponed
particularly in the lower divisions where uncontested scrums are a frequent feature and full fifteens a struggle get
out on the field.
Stimulated by the report of some Cambridge University study research headlined “Walk 20 minutes to live
longer: Huge study reveals benefit of daily exercise (and how a lack of it kills twice as many people as obesity)”, I decided to leave the comfort of my warm lounge and venture out to see one of the two remaining Third
division games. On a glorious sunny but breezy Thursday afternoon, Churchill and Queens’ were due to play and
John Hanlon was refereeing. As I parked my car unknowingly next to John’s, he appeared and we exchanged
greetings. He did not look too happy and explained that both teams were short of players. “We may start off with
ten-a-side but Churchill are prepared to lend Queens’ some players”, he said. I volunteered to run one line for him.
The kick off had been put back to 2.30pm, not too much of a problem as long as it stayed sunny and the teams
settled for 35 minutes each way. We walked over to the pitch where now more than twenty players warming up.
John set about his pre-match briefings. I noticed there were no flag posts and asked the home captain where they
were. The reply was “ That’s the groundsman’s job. I told him we were playing today”. He did not seem interested
in getting any so I went to the dressing rooms to see if they were in there. No sign of them and as I made my way
back to the pitch I saw some gardeners working. I enquired whether the groundsman was around and was told it
was his day off . I was directed to the store/office and despite the help of a couple of the staff, no flags were found.
The conclusion was they were probably kept in a garage which was locked and there was no key available.
After ferreting around, I found four old posts, one with a flag on it, and took them to the pitch. John was grateful and
I placed them in each end of the goal line. Fortunately, a Queens’ supporter offered to be a touch judge.
The teams were now ready to go with twelve a side. Many were to play out of position, some had not played before and knowledge of the laws was less than the A level standard required for entry to the University. With uncontested scrums and minimal posting the game kicked off. Coarse Rugby of sorts but with two CUDRRS match officials committed to making the best of the circumstances and giving a couple of dozen students an enjoyable afternoon.
Despite the sun, the wind chill factor made handling tricky which led to both teams favouring the warm comfort of
physical contact rather than a passing running game in acres of space. The ball was kicked into touch and a
Queens’ player at least five metres over the line jumped up and knocked the ball back into the field of play. He
landed and ran back onto the pitch as I raised my flag. “But I was off the ground when I touched it” said he disputing my call. John made me feel good when he told the player, “I shouldn’t argue with him. He knows more about
the laws than you ever will”. Dissent over and no offence taken by the assistant referee.
The students played with typical gusto. John explained the reasons for his penalties for the many offences at the
breakdown and kept the game moving. Blood flowed and when asked what had happened to make his nose
bleed, the Churchill player answered “ One of my team punched me”. Dr Mike gave advise on how to staunch the
flow aided by the Queens’ captain, Tom, a third year medic who provided some first aid kit. Another Churchill
player with a split lump on his forehead was questioned by John who ruled out concussion when the player identified he was playing at Churchill and “As yesterday was the 14th, today is the 15th”. Studying history or maths?
Tom came off feeling sick and dizzy. He did not think he had received any knock to the head and after a break felt
well enough to return when his side lost the lead. We had discussed the opportunities for No 8 breaks at uncontested scrums and he tried a couple when he got back on with some success. Referees can coach too.
Several tries were scored including one right at the feet of John standing in anticipation in goal. He smiled smugly
across at me. The match was won by Churchill 37 points to 24. Everyone, including the wounded and the officials,
left happy. And as for refereeing coarse rugby, in the words of Winston Churchill “Never, never, never give up”.
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CHURCHILL v QUEENS’. (Photos taken by a multi tasking AR)

Wearing protective clothing against sunshine and the cold, John Hanlon keeps warm by moving sharply away from
an uncontested scrum. “Thanks Ref” echoed by both teams as John comes through the tunnel to applause.
Footnote: Twelve years ago on this same pitch, the combined ages of the three match officials exceeded 210.
Glyn James was assisted by Peter Eveleigh and Mike Dimambro. On this occasion, the two CUDRRS members
aggregated 150 years and the volunteer touch judge was less than 30 years old. The record of 2003 still stands.
Last month I referred to the longevity of our referees. They say that age is all in your mind. The trick is keeping it
from creeping down into your body. CUDRRS referees seem to have mastered the trick.

WHY ASK?
The RFU Referee Development Manager has issued a clarification on applying Law 8 - Advantage, but without any
explanation why this was necessary. In its absence we can only speculate. What’s wrong with how we have been
managing these situations without difficulty at grassroots level? Is a deliberate knock on an offence under Law
12.1 (f) and thus not acceptable as a signal for choice? Is it usurping the referee’s right to decide advantage?
The clarification was made for use by the National Panel whose referees are faced by quick witted 9’s such as
Danny Care and Joe Simpson. Quick tap kicks test how alert referees are but they can be managed. This should
be initiated in pre-match briefings by referees making it clear to captains and 9’s that quick taps must only be taken
once they have made or indicated the mark and in front of them. “If taken behind me, they will be disallowed”.
“Actions speak louder than words” goes the proverb. Generally, what you do is more significant than what you say.
Why do players need to ask to be given advantage? Surely, a deliberate knock on is a clear indication that the non
offenders do not want it. What’s wrong with that and why should it not asking deny them a quick tap? And who
should make the request, the non- offending captain or any player nearby? What if the opposition shouts “Don’t
want it Ref”. There’s a dilemma now where there was none.
Management Group has decided CUDRRS should follow the NPR process, thus we must act so.......
If the referee is playing a penalty advantage to RED and RED want to take the penalty, that team can ask
the referee to blow for the offence. As soon as the referee blows his whistle, the RED team can take a quick
tap as long as it is taken from the correct mark; namely where the offence took place not where the referee
is.
If a RED player deliberately knocks on to stop an advantage being played, then RED cannot then take a
quick tap.
CONTACT advises referees to remember the basics Blow - Show - Tell and control the speed at which the quick
tap is taken. They should insist that they will indicate the mark before any kick is taken but do so without undue
delay so as not to deprive the non offending side of a legitimate chance to gain advantage with a quick one. The
clarification relating to the deliberate knock on does slow things down and make the referee’s job easier. But is it
equitable? In my view it’s best to carry on managing games by using basic common sense. The problems of the
professional game are not a concern for the community.
See discussion on www.rugbyrefs.com

BETTER TOGETHER
CONTACT is compiled and edited by Michael Dimambro, Honorary Member of CUDRRS. Opinions expressed
here are his personal ones, but not exclusively, and not intended to conflict with those of CUDRRS elected officers.
Members (and other readers) are invited to contribute articles, comments and issues for discussion and share the
ownership of this newsletter. Thanks to those that do and to the other sources of material and ideas used.
Send your input by email to: michael.dimambro@ntlworld.com or telephone 01223 564459.
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BETTER AGAIN
Restored to fitness and back at the coalface is the good news from Craig Maxwell Keys.
He informed CONTACT that “Physio is now happy enough with my progress that I have been fully let loose back to normal duties.
I have been reffing in the Championship at Jersey, Rotherham and Bristol
where on New Year’s Day the game was played in front of a crowd of
10,701. I have Worcester in store this weekend. Oh, and the thankless
task of being No.4 in the Premiership and EPCR competitions!”
Here we see Craig at Ashton Gate listening intently to the racing results
from Cheltenham and the Bristol players wondering whether he had
backed a winner. A smile never appeared on his face came so probably
he had not.
Craig resumed the game which Bristol won by 55-18 against Plymouth
Albion. Two former coaches of Cambridge RUFC had different reactions
to the result. CONTACT’s editor was pleased but James Shanahan, now
Head Coach of the Albion, was not.

RECOGNITION
On the eve of the General Election in the Cantabrigians RUFC
clubhouse, Anthony Kennedy is due to be invested as President of Cambridgeshire RFU at its AGM on the 6th May 2015.
He will become the latest in a long line of members of CUDRRS
who have been honoured by election to this post.
The line stretches back to 1974 and Len Elliott, who was joint
founder of our Society in 1950. Len was for many years Mr
Cambridgeshire Rugby, renowned throughout Eastern Counties.
In 1978, Jim Lawrie followed in his footsteps He was also President of Cambridge RUFC for 11 years. Reg Martin of Shelford
RUFC and a CUDRRS adviser and Geoff Cressswell of Cantabrigians RUFC, and an occasional referee, became County
Presidents in the Eighties.
In the next decade, Malcolm Watson, Old Persean and Cantab,
our Treasurer for many years and Martin Tomlinson, President
and founder member of Sawston RUFC and who refereed with
CUDRRS, rose to that high office.
Since the start of this millennium, CUDRRS referees John Taylor of Newmarket RUFC, of which he was the main
stay for decades, and Mike Daniel, continued the succession. John is also the current President of Eastern Counties Rugby Union.
TK thus will become the 10th CUDRRS member in the chain of 23 County Presidents. This demonstrates how
close the connection is between the society, the county and the clubs in Cambridgeshire.
This closeness is easier to maintain as we are small in geographical area and in number of affiliated clubs. Our
Society is not as numerous as most others in England which makes for a closer relationship between us all. Ours is
more of a family group where no one is a stranger and not alone when they need help.
In these days when there is a move to centralise control and go for size based on the notion that big is better
(a false claim in my book) small is beautiful in our case and has more appeal.
Here, none of our referees is an anonymous cog in a huge machine. Their individual skills are important as is the
quality of relationship they have with the teams they referee and the clubs they visit. Members of CUDRRS are in
control of how much they commit, when and how. All they are asked to do as volunteers is to abide by the Membership Charter and contribute to Better Refereeing for Better Rugby.
TK has done this in exemplary fashion and has earned the respect of those he has refereed and those he has officiated with. This year the enormous contribution he has made to Cambridgeshire Rugby through thirty years of
refereeing receives further recognition.
It seems a lifetime since he and your editor were awarded VIP ties at Grange Road by Robert Horner, RFU President in 2003 when England won the Rugby World Cup.
It may be a lifetime before England win it again, a comment that will please our Scottish members no doubt.
CONTACT aims to please.
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BETTER SCRUMMAGING
Have the referees at the Elite end of the game had a belly full of
collapsed scrums? Spectators have.
Have the top match officials identified the root cause and decided to
apply a cure to the disease? It’s about time they did.
Judging from what I have seen in the latest Premiership and European Cup matches, the officials have woken up and are applying the
law more diligently. As a consequence there have been much fewer
resets even on muddy pitches we have at this time in the season.
In that splendid EC encounter between Harlequins and Wasps, the
commentator mentioned that the referee, Nigel Owens, had
written about the problem, its source and the solution. I decided to research and I found his article on
www.walesonline.co.uk. It is well worth a read and I commend it to you as well as the comments that follow it.
Nigel begins by saying “The scrum is once again being labelled a scourge of the game. I wouldn’t say that applies
right across the board, but there’s no doubt in some matches it has become a lottery. I keep hearing calls for the
law makers to sit down and address it once and for all but, with respect, that isn’t the answer. The laws don’t need
changing because the laws aren’t the issue”.
He then gives reasons why he has reached this conclusion “Let’s get to the crux of the matter; the negative attitude of players – and to an extent coaches – is largely to blame for scrums spoiling the spectacle. When you have
two sides who approach the scrum positively then, unless conditions underfoot are appallingly bad, there is very
rarely a problem. In my experience though, it is almost always impossible to blame the conditions. Players are the
only ones at fault when a scrum goes down, nobody else.”
Some blame can be attached to practising scrummaging against a static machine when front row’s legs are too far
back which is not an appropriate body position for stability in live scrums. He does not absolve referees totally and
adds “Referees, myself included, have to get better at pinpointing who is to blame for collapsing the set-piece, as
hard as it is at times. Yet don’t be fooled by the accusation that you hear quite often, that referees just guess who
is infringing and award penalties to each side in turn. It’s a red herring. I dare say the odd decision has been given
when the official isn’t sure, but the best referees ARE wise to what is happening at a scrum and will penalise accordingly. Personally, I never give a decision at a scrum if I am unsure because as soon as you start doing that you
are just in danger of losing the respect of the players and then everything starts to unravel.”
In their pre-match briefings of front rows, referees set out their stall and their credibility with the players depends
upon them keeping true to their word. But if players fail to listen and respect the referees wishes, there is a solution available.
Nigel says “In the contact area, blatant infringements when a side is in a scoring position almost always result in an
immediate yellow card. We must apply the same zero tolerance approach to scrums but we don’t always see that
at present. It is high time that we did. Let’s see earlier yellow cards, and then if the player re-enters the fray and reoffends let’s see a red”.
There is another way and Nigel suggests “it can probably be found before anyone sets foot across the white line. It
surely lies in greater collaboration between officials, coaches and, yes, players”. That’s already the CUDRRS way.
He points out that scrums collapse in rugby, always have done and always will. “There are occasions when nobody
is at fault and a reset is unavoidable”.
There is an imperative that the professionals get the scrummage right. Elite Rugby has a duty to the rest of the
game and as Nigel says in conclusion “We must get it right because the scrum has to remain an integral part of
rugby union. I’ve heard some argue it should be scrapped as a contest but that would just close the game down to
potential players and we cannot go down that route. It is up to us all to do something about this problem because it
won’t go away on its own. The answer does not lie in tweaking rugby’s statute books though. No, it is down to a
state of mind. And it is players, and coaches, who hold the key”.
Editors comment: And if they don’t use the key, referees have a card to open the door to better rugby.
Whilst it is true that repeated resets are not a feature of the community game, there is a message for us in Nigel’s
article. Referees must have a full understanding of how the game is played and what players are trying to do or
doing that is not legal. Think about all those players that just come diving in at breakdowns, tackle the jackal to
ground, stand as a guard in a technically offside position and block opponents and, yes, fail to put the ball in
straight at the scrum. Consideration of whether these offences are material must go beyond maintaining continuity
of play in that match and should include thought for the good of the game in general. Keep players on their feet,
keep them on side, kerb the cheating and work for better rugby though better refereeing. Here endeth the lesson.
Post script: No news received from the RFU President about any law changes England will propose to IRB.
All’s well then or is the RFU still not proactive when it comes to changes needed in the Laws?
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AS GOOD AS NEW
The unplastered, crutchless William “Spike” Dewing has returned to action following his recovery from a broken leg. He
sustained this during a cup match at Newmarket when he got
knocked over whilst running the line.
Never known to be without a smile even during his setback,
Spike is once again refereeing with the same enthusiasm and
excellence he displayed before his accident.
Here he is seen at Wisbech in the Reds match in Eastern
Counties One against league leaders, Southwold.
(Note his closeness to the break down and vigilance).
According to the Southwold account of the game, “the
Wisbech pack understandably did all they could to disrupt and
spoil play which led to hard work for the referee all afternoon”
No sweat for our Spike though.
The Suffolk club has won all of its fourteen matches this
season including double victories over Wisbech and Ely Tigers who are in second spot . Will Newmarket become
the third Cambridgeshire side to suffer the same fate or will they break the run when they meet in April?
NEW NAMES
Let’s give a warm welcome to
a) Richard Pilcher who is qualified as a coach as well as a referee. Richard says “I am keen to join the referee
society, gain further qualifications and referee games. I will be busy at school prior to Christmas each season but
from January to the end of the season I can be available. I have recently made contact with Saffron Walden RFC
and offered my services”. Richard teaches at Felsted Preparatory School in Dunmow.
b) Luigi Murton, a 15 year old at Culford School, who has just completed the Level 2 course and who should be
available for youth matches at weekends.
NEW PLANS
Management Group has updated the Society’s 5 year Action Plan. This will shortly be put on the website for members only. This is another reason for members to visit the website regularly. Keep in touch what is happening in
our rugby world. Surfa alonga Sam.
There are currently no specific plans to increase recruitment other than our ongoing efforts. Management Group is
not complacent and will obviously review this over the coming 6 months. Currently we are struggling to get enough
games for all the referees that want them, even out of area. The editorial in this month’s issue includes a CUDRRS
hope that the situation will improve.
UNCHANGED DELIVERY
Three members and Management Group have asked that CONTACT continues to be emailed and it will for the
remainder of the season. The method of delivery will be reviewed again at the beginning of next. An alternative
option in the future might be to email a link to the document on the website – at least this would make the nonusers of our website visit it.
MESSAGE TO SMACS
Our Society Member Attached to Clubs have been asked to keep up their good work and keep the notice boards at
their clubs up to date and attractive. With most clubs like CUDRRS now using Pitchero, it would be useful for communication links to be increased. Head of SMACs, Sam Vail, suggests our reps ask their Club webmaster to set up
a page for them. He adds “ Have a look at the CUDRRS website General Documents section which has some useful information you can display at your club”. The poster about our Annual Dinner and Ladies Night included in this
issue is a must for the boards.
TECHNICAL AREAS
How familiar are you with the RFU Regulations about Grounds? They relate to the Pitch, Barriers from the Field of
Play, including Technical Areas, and Permitted Personnel. Therefore referees should know about them and they
can be found on the England rugby website. Google RFU Regulations 13 and you will find them on a pdf.
Read and become aware of Regulations 13.7.1 to 13.7.8. Unless club committees consider them to be impractical
or unnecessary, permanent or temporary barriers must be in place. They are provided mainly for first team games
at our affiliated clubs. Technical Areas are also a must in RFU competitions and provided in other instances to restrict the movement of people and incursions onto the pitch. SMACs have been asked to urge their clubs to use
these areas appropriately. If they do, their existence and use will help you control entry on the pitch when you referee with or without touch judge assistance.
NEW LEVELS
Congratulations to Louis Biggs (Girton) who has refereed at Level 5 for the first time and to Jack Lewars (Trinity
alumni) who has refereed a level 4 for the London Society. CONTACT wishes them continued success and lengthy
association with our Society wherever their refereeing takes them.
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MISSION IMPOSSIBLE
Do you recall what the assessor said? “When you penalise an offence, identify the culprit by number and shirt
colour”. Simples. Or is it? Claire Hodnett, found it hard to do when Cambridge played Dings Crusaders on the
swamp at Landseer Avenue, Lockleaze, Bristol. Take a look below and spot the unsoiled referee.
The Bristol press and Cambridge
RUFC website commented
“Fans and players were left bemused as thick mud made two
rugby teams in Bristol almost indistinguishable.
The pitch turned into a quagmire
of mud, making it nearly impossible to tell between the two teams.
A 15th-minute try from Cambridge
wing Jim Wigglesworth was all
that separated the two as Dings
lost 5-0. With shirts and the
ball caked in mud, it was difficult for players to pick out their team mates and even hold onto the ball at times”.
Cambridge Director of Rugby, Rowland Winter, told BBC Sport: "Both teams were getting away with all sorts of
stuff at the breakdown - you could just blend in with the opposition. The referee, Claire Hodnett, was excellent, and
did well to work out who was who, particularly for offside." On the whole though, Cambridge will be glad the game
went ahead and wasn’t postponed as a few across the league were and even more pleased that they brought
home the points from a pitch that was almost unplayable.
I played against Dings at Landseer Avenue in the 50’s and 60’s, that’s with a 19 not 18 prefix by the way.
I empathise with the Cambridge team having been treated to similar mud baths, sometimes blood bath, there.
The best you can say was that every match against them was a battle royal and the mud kept our skin in beautiful
Condition, even the forwards’.
Hopefully, the quality of their pitch will be better when they move to their new ground at Frenchay. Draft plans include a 3G pitch for the first team. Their sixty years residence at Lockleaze will come to an end.
What is it about referees that they turn out in all kinds of weather and with atrocious conditions underfoot to give
players a chance to run about? Claire, who got a mention in last month's CONTACT, certainly made one team
happy by managing to complete the game despite such confusing circumstances. Her efforts were fittingly acknowledged by Rowland Winter. It’s another “Thank You, Ref” occasion and recognition of what the match official
contributes to making Rugby happen. Such showing of gratitude makes refereeing worthwhile.

THE ORIGIN OF THE SPECIES
Precisely when our Society was formed is uncertain. At some time after the Second World War, there was a bonding between referees from rugby played inside and outside the University. Previous research has been unable to
confirm the actual date and in 2000 we decided to regard 1950 as the year CUDRRS opened for business.
Did the merger come about through evolution? If Charles Darwin was still studying at our annual dinner venue,
Christ’s College, Dr David Norman could ask him to throw some biological light on the subject. Was it formed by
the Big Bang? Maybe Stephen Hawking mentioned it in his Brief History of Time.
Scientific research is unnecessary as a Pembroke College alumni from Manchester has provided information which
shows an earlier date of birth. Peter Ogden matriculated in 1964 and started refereeing in Cambridge before joining
North Midlands. He has produced evidence of an earlier birth for CUDRRS. It is the menu of the Society’s annual
dinner in 1966 in which it is stated that “The Society was formed in 1946 for the purpose of providing referees to
Colleges within the University of Cambridge and to Clubs and Schools in Cambridgeshire”. This confirms the information that Ian Mackintosh gave Jack Lewars a year or so ago which we were unable to verify. Ian was the Honorary Secretary of the University Society in 1946 and is named on the menu as is David Ford ,the Secretary in 1960.
The evidence will be submitted to Management Group who can consider whether to celebrate the 70th anniversary
of the Society in 2016. 1946 also saw the founding of Ely and Old Cantabrigians. Wisbech RFC began in 1947 so
there was a need for more local referees. Probably, the two elements of the Society were operating separately before the merger. Cambridge RUFC was founded in 1923 and Shelford RUFC in 1933 but they, like the University,
may have got their referees from the London Society.
The case for 1946 has been strengthened by what Peter Ogden has provided. In these days of keen interest in
ancestry, CONTACT feels that accuracy about the date of our origin is worth pursuing. The prospects of a reason
to make 2016-7 a special season for celebration makes it even more worthwhile.
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DING DONG — DINNER’S READY

This poster should be displayed by now in each of our affiliated clubs. Look out for it.
Have you seen it? If you have not and cannot find it, please tell the club about the event.

